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We have obtained information on the atomic hyperfine splitting and, hence, on magnetic moments in
neutron-rich 68,70Cu isotopes by scanning the frequency of the narrow-band laser of the first excitation step in
the resonance ionization laser ion source. The deduced magnetic moments are m(68Cug,Ip511)512.48(2)
3(7)mN , m(68Cum,Ip562)511.24(4)(6)mN , and m(70Cum2,Ip511)511.86(4)(6)mN , m@70Cug,Ip
5(62)#5(1)1.50(7)(8)mN . The results of the scans analysis points out the existence of a new isomer,
70Cum1. Its deduced magnetic moment is (2)3.50(7)(11)mN , in good agreement with the Ip532 assignment.
The method of in-source atomic spectroscopy, as well as the analysis of the obtained data, is described. The
results are discussed in terms of single-particle configurations coupled to the 68Ni core.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.65.0143XX PACS number~s!: 21.10.Ky, 29.25.Rm
I. INTRODUCTION
A subshell closure at N540 has been the subject of inten-
sive studies in recent years. This interest was triggered by the
observation of a high excitation energy of the first 21 level
in 68Ni @1#. To investigate the strength of the subshell closure
many recent studies involved in-beam experiments @2–4#
and b-decay spectroscopy @5–8# of nuclei in the region
around Z528, N540. The results of these experiments sug-
gest that the stabilizing effect of the N540 shell gap disap-
pears with the addition of a single nucleon @7#. In this con-
text, measurements of magnetic moments of nuclei in the
vicinity of 68Ni are of special interest, since they essentially
probe the single-particle degrees of freedom and provide new
information, complementary to that obtained from nuclear
spectroscopy.
Magnetic moments of 67Ni (T1/2521 s) and 69Cu (T1/2
53min) were measured recently in an on-line b-NMR ex-
periment on oriented nuclei ~NMR-ON! @9# and g factors of
isomeric states in these nuclei were measured via the time-
differential perturbed angular distribution ~TDPAD! on iso-
meric projectile fragments @10,11#. The applicability of these
techniques has some limitations: NMR-ON is limited to
longer-lived activities, and TDPAD is only applicable to
short-lived microsecond isomers. Atomic spectroscopy in a
resonance ionization laser ion source ~RILIS! presents an
alternative technique, allowing a rough determination of g
factors of any nuclei produced by the ISOL method. Most of
the recent results from b-decay spectroscopy measurements
in the region of neutron-rich Ni, Cu, and Co @5–8,12# were
obtained at the LISOL and ISOLDE facilities by using reso-
nance ionization laser ion sources @13,14#. The high chemical
selectivity of two- or three-steps resonance ionization pro-
cesses as well as a high ionization efficiency makes the
RILIS a very powerful tool for the production of exotic
nuclear beams. Moreover, laser ionization in a RILIS can be
used for in-source atomic spectroscopy of rare short-lived
isotopes.
The idea of atomic in-source spectroscopy in a RILIS can
be described as follows. Two or three lasers at resonant fre-
quencies ionize the atoms of interest. A narrow-bandwidth
laser is used for the first excitation step allowing to probe the
hyperfine splittings ~HFS! of the atomic states by scanning
the frequency of the first excitation step and by simulta-
neously monitoring the yield of the produced ions.
This method was pioneered at the Leningrad Nuclear
Physics Institute @15#. In those studies the isotopic shifts ~in
some cases the HFS! were measured for the 153,154Tm and
1532156Yb isotopes @15–17#. In the first application of in-
source atomic spectroscopy at the ISOLDE RILIS, the HFS
of several silver isomers and the isotope shifts of 7214Be
isotopes were measured @18#. In-source atomic spectroscopy
of neutron-rich copper isotopes, as well as the possibility of
isomer separation, was recently demonstrated at the ISOLDE
RILIS @19#.
In general, due to the high Doppler broadening in the hot
cavity of the RILIS the accuracy of these measurements can-*Corresponding author. Email address: leonid.weissman@cern.ch
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not compete with the precision b-NMR measurements or
with collinear laser spectroscopy @20#. However, an advan-
tage of the in-source method is its high efficiency and, hence,
the opportunity to access weakly produced short-lived exotic
nuclei. In this work we concentrate on the analysis of in-
source spectroscopy data and discussion of the magnetic mo-
ments obtained for the 68,70Cu nuclei in the neighborhood of
the 68Ni nucleus. The results of similar measurements in
more exotic neutron-rich copper isotopes will be addressed
elsewhere @21#.
II. EXPERIMENT, DATA ANALYSIS, AND RESULTS
A. Experimental details
In the following we present a brief description of the ex-
perimental setup; the details of the setup are given in Ref.
@19#. Neutron-rich copper isotopes were produced in fission
reactions induced by a pulsed beam of 1 GeV protons ~aver-
age current 2mA) impinging on an ISOLDE uranium carbide
target (50 g/cm2U). The reaction products diffuse from the
target heated to about 2000 °C and are guided to an ion
source. Two laser beams at 327.4 nm and 287.9 nm wave-
length interacted with the copper atoms exciting them from
the 3d104s 2S1/2 ground state via the intermediate
3d104p 2P1/2 state to the 3d94s5s 2D3/2 autoionizing state
leading to ionization. The dye lasers were pumped by
copper-vapor lasers. For the first-step transition a narrow-
band laser with a bandwidth of 1.2 GHz was used. Its fre-
quency was scanned up to about 20 GHz to probe the HF’s
of the ground and the first excited atomic states. For the
second step a broadband 24 GHz dye laser was used. The
frequency of the lasers was monitored with an ATOS LM-
007 lambda meter ~resolution <300 MHz). The duration of
the laser pulses and repetition rate were 15 ns and 11 kHz,
respectively. The ionization efficiency for copper atoms was
found in off-line tests to be more than 7% @22#. After leaving
the ion source cavity the ions are accelerated by a 60 kV
voltage and mass-separated. The mass-separated ions were
implanted into a tape and swiftly transported to a detector
setup. The yield of radioactive isotopes, as a function of the
first-step frequency, was derived from the intensities of
b-delayed g transitions. A 30% efficiency Ge~Li! detector
and a 4p cylindrical b detector surrounding the tape were
used for this purpose. Several measurements were performed
for each frequency setting to average over possible yield
fluctuations. The measurement time was optimized for each
isotope separately. The background in the Ge detector from
the decay of surface ionized Ga isobars is negligible at these
masses. The contribution of surface ionized copper ions was
also negligible.
The main concern of these measurements was to ensure
that possible drifts of the lasers’ power would not affect the
shape of the scanning curves. The ISOLDE general purpose
mass-separator has a movable beam deflector system which
allows simultaneous measurement of two or three isotopes at
different beam lines. During the frequency scans the current
of stable 63Cu or 65Cu isotopes was measured in a Faraday
cup at the low-mass beam line while the yield of radioactive
68,70Cu isotopes was measured by a b-g detector setup at the
central-mass beam line. This arrangement allows to reject
measurements affected by a drift of the laser power and to
monitor other possible systematic errors by comparing the
scans obtained with stable isotopes.
B. Analysis of the scanning curves for the stable isotopes
The first-step frequency scan covers four optical reso-
nance transitions from the hyperfine levels of the ground
state (F52 and F51) to the corresponding levels of the
excited state (F852 and F851), see Fig. 1~a!. The in-
source measurements do not always allow to resolve all hy-
perfine structure components. This is due to the Doppler
broadening of the linewidth in the hot cavity of the RILIS as
well as due to power broadening caused by saturation of the
resonant 327.4 nm transition. While the Doppler broadening
is determined by the temperature of the hot cavity and the
atomic mass (’ 3.8 GHz at 2000 °C for 65270Cu), the
power broadening can be reduced significantly by decreasing
the power of the first laser ionizing step and thus compro-
mizing on the ion yield.
As a result of such a scan, the two atomic transitions that
start from the two ground-state hyperfine levels are found to
be resolved @lines 1–3 and 2–4 in Fig. 1~a!#, but the two
atomic transitions to a particular excited hyperfine level ~e.g.,
lines 1–2 and 3–4! are not. The HFS of the ground and
excited states in the stable isotopes are well known @23,24#
and thus provide a test of the analysis procedure. A typical
curve obtained for the stable isotope 65Cu, corresponding to
FIG. 1. ~a! A schematic illustration of the four
atomic transitions covered by the scanned fre-
quency range. The linewidth of the first laser al-
lows to resolve the ground-state HFSg , but not
the excited state HFSex . ~b! A typical scanning
curve for the stable 65Cu isotope with 1.5 mW
power of the first ionizing step. Here and in all
the following figures the measured counting rate
as a function of the scanning frequency is given
in arbitrary units. The experimental errors are
mainly due to fluctuations in the laser power.
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a laser power of 1.5 mW, is shown in Fig. 1~b!. The experi-
mental errors are mostly due to yield variations caused by
fluctuations of the laser power. The scanning curve was fitted
by four Voigt curves corresponding to the line shape of the
four resonance atomic transitions. Each of the Voigt curves is
a convolution of a Gaussian with a fixed 3.8 GHz width
~Doppler broadening! and Lorentzian width used as a free
parameter ~power broadening!. The ratio of the first excited
to the ground-state HFS in the copper atom does not depend
on the isotope and is known to be HFSex /HFSg50.086
@23,24#. This ratio allows to put constraints on the relative
positions of the four Voigtian peaks, leaving only
two parameters to fit the four peak positions: the ground-
state HFSg of the ACu atom and the position of one peak.
Attempts to fit the scanning curve with the remaining eight
free parameters ~the position of the lowest frequency peak,
the HFSg , the width of the Lorentzian part of the Voigt
curves, four independent amplitudes of the Voigt peaks, and
a constant background! failed to produce the correct values
of the known HFSg(65Cu)512.5697 GHz @23#. Therefore
we have tried a simple approach to further reduce the number
of fit parameters. As the transitions to the excited hyperfine
splitting levels are not resolved because the laser linewidth is
much larger than the HFSex ~4 GHz compared to 1.2 GHz!,
we have assumed that the intensities of lines 1 and 2 ~lines 3
and lines 4.! originated from the same hyperfine level are
equal. This constraint leads to a simplified fitting procedure
of the scanning curve, which we refer as an ‘‘equal intensity’’
fit, with six free parameters. The result of such a fit gives
12.48~7! GHz @Fig. 1~b!# for the HFSg(65Cu), in a good
agreement with the tabulated value.
To check the stability of the fit we performed several
scans for the stable isotopes at various values of the laser
power. As shown in Fig. 2 the shape of the scan curves
changes significantly with increasing power. At the highest
laser power the peak amplitude ratio approaches the expected
saturation value which is the ratio of the statistical weights of
the F52 and F51 hyperfine levels, 5/3. However, the val-
FIG. 2. The 65Cu scanning curves as a function of the laser power of the first resonant excitation step. The data are fitted assuming ‘‘equal
intensities’’ of the nonresolved transitions. The deduced HFSg and fit errors are quoted.
TABLE I. The parameters obtained from fitting the 65Cu HFS
scans taken at various laser powers. An additional 3% scattering









1.5 12.48~7! 30535.24~2! 1.9060.11
5 12.46~9! 30535.27~2! 1.9160.11
12 12.51~14! 30535.26~2! 1.9560.12
25 12.27~37! 30535.25~2! 1.7060.13
Tabulated value 12.5697 30535.302
aReference @23#.
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ues obtained for the HFSg and the central frequency stay
constant within the errors, until the highest laser power is
applied ~see Table I!. These results give confidence in the
analysis procedure. The errors quoted on the pictures and in
Table I are as deduced from a x2 fit. In addition to the fit
errors we also introduce a conservative scattering error of
3%, which reflects a possible systematic uncertainty due to
changes of the HFS value with the laser power.
Apart from these simple, ‘‘equal intensity’’ fits we have
also attempted to calculate relative intensity ratios for the
four atomic transitions and to use these ratios in the fitting
procedure. Brief details on these ‘‘relative intensity’’ fits are
given in the appendix.
C. Results for radioactive 68Cug ,m and 70Cug ,m1 ,m2 isotopes
For a typical 50 mW laser power in the first resonant
excitation step, the yields of 68Cug and 68Cum were 2.3
3107 and 1.13108 ions per mC of the proton beam. The
corresponding yields of 70Cug, 70Cum1 and 70Cum2 isomers
~see below! were 9.03107,3.83106, and 1.83107 atoms,
respectively. The use of a Ge g detector allows the measure-
ment of the HFS of both isomers during the same frequency
scan by monitoring the yields of specific g transitions. To
scan the HFS of these radioactive isotopes, we have reduced
the laser power of the first ionizing step to 5 mW in order to
decrease the linewidth of the transitions. This power was
sufficient to obtain high enough ion yields, such that in most
cases the statistical error on the g-line integrals induces a
minor source of uncertainty.
1. Results for 68Cug ,m
The simplified schemes of 68Cug (T1/2531.1 s) and
68Cum (T1/253.75 min) @25# are shown in Fig. 3~a! together
with two examples of g spectra: one spectrum corresponds to
a laser frequency favoring the high-spin isomer, and another
one to a laser frequency favoring the low-spin ground-state
production. The measurement time was chosen to be 30 s to
enhance the contribution of the 68Cug ions which are pro-
duced by a factor of 5 less than the high-spin isomer. The
yield of 68Cum ions was monitored by an internal transition
~IT! 529 keV g-decay line to the 68Cug state ~the isomer
decays only with a branching ratio of 16% by b decay!. The
yield of 68Cug ions was monitored by the intensity of the
1077.4 keV b-delayed g transition and was corrected by the
intensities of the 1041.3 and 525.9 keV lines @25# to substract
feeding from the high-spin isomer. The scans for the 68Cug
and 68Cum isomers are shown in Figs 4~a,b!. The errors in
the ordinate reflect the fluctuations of the laser power and
statistical errors. The HFS of the 68Cug atom are well re-
solved while they are not resolved in the case of the 68Cum,
implying a smaller nuclear magnetic moment for the isomer.
We emphasize again that a scan of the 65Cu isotope was
performed simultaneously at the low-mass beam line of the
separator to ensure correct measurements. The width of the
Voigt curves in the fitting of the 68Cug, 68Cum scans was
kept identical to that simultaneously taken at the ‘‘low-mass’’
65Cu scans.
It was noticed that in the case of the unresolved overlap-
ping resonance (68Cum scan! a slightly larger width of the
Voigt curves leads to a better fit. This may be due to optical
pumping effects that enhance the signal in the center of the
scan in the case where the HFSg are comparable to the line-
width ~4 GHz!. Here and below we will present the results
for the fit of the isomer scans for the same width of the Voigt
curves as for the corresponding fits of the ground-state nuclei
scans. In the case of the unresolved scans of the isomers we
increase the conservative error to 5% due to the possible
optical pumping effects.
The deduced atomic ground-state hyperfine splittings, in-
cluding the scattering error, are 14.7~5! GHz for the 68Cug
nuclear ground state and 5.3~3! GHz for the isomeric state.
For atomic transitions between electron spin J51/2 states,
the HFS are related to the nuclear magnetic moment and the
nuclear spin I as follows @20#:
HFS5A~I11/2!5mBJJ ~I11/2!I , ~1!
where A is the hyperfine dipole coupling constant, BJ is the
hyperfine field, and J is the electron spin. The isotope-
independent hyperfine field BJ can be deduced from
the known magnetic moment (m52.38161(19)mN) and
HFSg of the I53/265Cu ground state @23#, giving BJJ
53.9584(3) GHz/mN . Thus the magnetic moment can be
deduced from the measured HFSg of each nuclear state, pro-
vided its nuclear spin is known ~or a certain spin is as-
sumed!.
The extracted values for the magnetic moments are
m~68Cug,I51 !512.48~2 !~7 !mN ,
m~68Cum,I56 !511.24~4 !~6 !mN ,
where the quoted errors are the error of the fit and the
adopted scattering error, respectively. The sign of the mag-
netic moments is positive corresponding to the more intense
left peak of the scanning curve.
2. The results for 70Cug ,m1 ,m2
A first attempt to measure the HFS of 70Cu has been
reported in Ref. @19#; unfortunately the scan was stopped
abruptly due to technical problems with the laser setup.
Therefore the obtained values of the magnetic moments have
large experimental errors. We have repeated these measure-
ments under better conditions.
Two b-decaying states in 70Cu, one feeding low-spin
states (T1/255 s) and one high-spin states (T1/2542 s),
have been observed @25#. A 10 s measurement time after each
implantation was chosen to enhance the counting from the
low-spin isomer. During the monitoring of the intensities of
various g transitions as a function of the laser frequency we
have observed three different types of behavior giving evi-
dence for the existence of three b-decaying states. As will be
clear from the results and discussion below these nuclei
states most likely correspond to 11, 62, and 32 isomers
with corresponding half-lives of 6.6~2! s, 44.5~2! s, and 33~2!
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s, correspondingly. The relative placement of the isomers is
presented in Fig 3~b!. Note that two isomers also decay
through internal transitions ~IT’s!. The 141 keV IT between
70Cum2 and 70Cum1 isomers is rather weak ~a few percent of
the total number of decays!. Therefore the feeding between
the two isomers causes a small effect on the laser scans. The
branching ratio for the 101 keV IT from the 70Cum1 isomer is
much higher (’50%). However, due to the relatively low
production rate for the latter isomer and the short measure-
ment time of 10 s the internal decay does not distort signifi-
cantly the laser scan results for 70Cug. The arguments for the
presented placement of the isomers, as well as details on the
decay of each individual state, will be addressed in a future
publication @12#. The scans corresponding to the three iso-
mers are presented in Figs. 5~a,b,c!. The scan in Fig. 5~a!
was obtained by monitoring a strong 1252 keV transition
which is fed only in decay of the high-spin 70Cug isomer.
The magnetic moment obtained from the scan is
m~70Cug!5~1 !1.50~7 !~8 !mN .
The positive sign of the magnetic moment can be assigned
tentatively.
The scan shown in Fig. 5~b! was obtained by monitoring
intensities of 101, 209, 387, 553, and 709 keV transitions.
All these transitions, except for the 101 keV IT one, originate
from a 3246 keV excited level in 70Zn @12#. The shape of the
scan curve in Fig. 5~b! is significantly different indicating the
existence of a new 70Cum1 isomer, which has a main b-decay
branch ratio to the 3246 keV level. The inverse amplitudes
FIG. 3. Simplified decay of
68Cu and 70Cu and samples of
their g spectra for the two fre-
quencies 30 534.98 cm21 and
30 535.38 cm21 corresponding to
preferential ionization of the low-
and high-spin states: ~a! 68Cug
and 68Cum; ~b! 70Cug, 70Cum1,
and 70Cum2. The decay scheme is
based on Ref. @12#.
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ratio of the scan bumps points to a negative magnetic mo-
ment for the isomer. The obtained value of the magnetic
moment is
m~70Cum1!5~2 !3.50~7 !~11!mN .
The nuclear spins I56 and I53 were used in Eq. ~1! for
extraction of the magnetic moment of 70Cug and 70Cum1,
correspondingly ~see discussion!.
Finally, the low-spin 70Cum2 isomer can be monitored by
141 keV IT and by a 874 keV transition, which is free from
any significant feeding from other isomers. The result of
these measurements gives
m~70Cum2!~I51 !512.07~14!~6 !mN .
The deduced magnetic moment of 70Cum2 has large errors
due to poor statistics. Therefore, we performed an alternative
measurement, using the large differences in half-lives be-
tween 70Cum2 and other b-decaying states. The counting rate
in the 4pb detector was monitored as a function of time for
about 1.5 to 2 min after the implantation, and for each ap-
plied laser frequency. The decay curves were fitted by two
exponential decays, one with the half-life of the low-spin
isomer @6.6(2)s# , and another exponential decay had a half-
life as a free parameter and corresponds to an effective long-
lived isomer. During the scan the fit result for the latter half-
life varied in the range of 35–48 s reflecting different
relative productions of two 70Cug ,m1 long-lived isomers. The
isobaric 70Ga contamination having a long half-life (T1/2
521.15 min) corresponded to a constant background into
the fits. As a result of these fits we obtained the b intensity of
the short-lived component as a function of the laser fre-
quency @Fig 5~c!#. The extracted magnetic moments,
m(70Cum2)511.84(4)(6), are in agreement with the data
obtained from monitoring the g-line intensities. The 70Cum2
magnetic moment obtained from the two measurements is1
m~70Cum2,I51 !511.86~4 !~6 !mN .
III. DISCUSSION
The nuclei around Z528 and N540 are expected to be
described in terms of single particles coupled to the 68Ni
1Only statistical errors from the fits were used for averaging the
two measurements.
FIG. 4. The results of laser scans for 68Cug ~a! and 68Cum ~b!
isomers. The deduced HFSg and fit errors are given.
FIG. 5. The results of laser scans for 70Cug ~a!, 70Cum1 ~b!, and
70Cum2 ~c! isomers. The laser scan for 70Cum2 (11) was obtained
from fitting the decay curves. The deduced HFS and fit error are
quoted.
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core. The protons above the Z528 shell closure will fill the
pp3/2 orbitals. Below N540 the neutrons occupy the p3/2f 5/2
and p1/2 orbitals while above, the g9/2 shell is filled. There-
fore magnetic moments of 68Cug and 70Cum2 should corre-
spond to the pp3/2np1/2
21 configuration, while those of 68Cum
and 70Cum1 ,g should correspond to the pp3/2ng9/2 configu-
ration. Theoretical calculations show that the application of
68Ni as a core is quite successful @26#. The negative parity
states of 69Ni are, however, interpreted as np1/2 and n f 5/2
holes coupled to a 70Ni core @7#.
It is of interest to investigate how well the measured mag-
netic moments agree with the extreme single-particle model
prediction given by the additivity relation @27#. In Table II
the experimental magnetic moments of 68,70Cu nuclei are
compared to calculated values obtained from the additivity
relation using the pp3/2 , np1/2 , and ng9/2 single-particle
magnetic moments from the Schmidt values and the empiri-
cal single-particle values obtained from the 67Ni, 67Cu,
69Cu, 71Cu @9,28#, and 67Zn @29# experimental values. The
averaged magnetic moment of the 71Cu and 69Cu nuclei was
used as the best pp3/2 single-particle estimate for 70Cu nu-
clei while the corresponding averaged value of the 69Cu and
67Cu magnetic moments was used for the 68Cu case. As has
been observed in the early 1950’s @30# such estimation based
on empirical single-particle moments provides quite reliable
results over the whole nuclear chart, although even the use of
the Schmidt values frequently provides surprisingly good es-
timations @31#. Indeed, as it is seen in Table II the measured
magnetic moments of 70,68Cu are within 20% agreement
with the calculated values. A possible explanation of the
somewhat larger disagreement between the empirical esti-
mate and the experimental value in 68Cug can be an admix-
ture of the ground state with excited 11 levels. Such an
admixture of the p( f 7/221p3/22 n f 5/221)11 configuration with the
ground state may cause an increase of the magnetic moment.
Note that in the 67Ni isotope we have found that the experi-
mental g factor of the 9/21 isomer also deviates strongly
from the empirical single-particle values @11#.
The spin value of the 70Cug state is subject to a certain
controversy. The pp3/2ng9/2 configuration leads to a 32, 42,
52, and 62 multiplet. The modified Nordheim rule @32# pre-
dicts that from this multiplet the 32 and 62 states will have
the lowest energy and the result of Paar’s calculations @33#
suggests that the 62 state is the lowest in energy. The 101
keV IT observed in Ref. @12# can be interpreted as the cor-
responding M3 transition between the excited 32 and the 62
ground states. A 52 assignment of the spin and parity for the
ground state would not be compatible with the existence of a
third b-decaying state (32) in 70Cu as then a fast E2 decay
would take all the decay strength. The spin value of the
70Cug high-spin isomer is intimately connected to the spin
assignment for the 3038 keV level of 70Zn since approxi-
mately 58% of 70Cug beta decays proceeds via that level
@12#. There is some disagreement in the literature regarding
the spin assignment for the 3038 keV level. Although this
level has been assigned as 42 in the nuclear data sheets and
I54 in the table of isotopes @34,25# the results of (t ,p) and
(p ,p) reaction studies @35,36# suggest a 52 assignment for
this level.2 The recent data from a b-decay spectroscopy ex-
periment @12# suggest that the spin value of the level is larger
than 4. In contrast to that, in recent in-beam, multinucleon
transfer studies, the 41 assignment for the level was sug-
gested @38#. This assignment is based on a transition from the
level at 3038 keV to the first excited 21 state; such a g ray
was not observed in our decay study @12#.
Also the strong dependence of the deduced magnetic mo-
ment on the assumed spin supports 32 and 62 assignments
for the 70Cum1 and 70Cug isomers. In Fig. 6 the experimental
results are compared with the values calculated for the dif-
ferent spins of the pp3/2ng9/2 multiplet. Two sets of calcula-
tions corresponding to Schmidt and empirical single-particle
values are given ~see also Table II!. Clearly the 32 and 62
assignments for 70Cum1 and 70Cug, respectively, are favored.
It is quite interesting to observe in Fig. 6 that the averaging
of the calculated magnetic moments based on the Schmidt
and the empirical single-particle values provides the better
agreement with the experimental results.
Note that Ishii et al. @39# come to a similar conclusion
regarding the spin assignment when they discuss the mem-
bers of the pp3/2ng9/2 multiplet suggested from a
2In the earlier evaluation the 52 state was also assigned for the
3038 keV level @37#.
TABLE II. Comparison of the experimental magnetic moments with calculated values obtained by the
additivity theorem using as pp3/2 , np1/2 , and ng9/2 single-particle magnetic moments the Schmidt values and
the empirical values obtained from the 67Ni, 67Cu, 69Cu, 71Cu, and 67Zn measurements ~Refs. @9,28,25#!. All
magnetic moments are in mN units.
Schmidt Empirical ~set 1! Empirical ~set 2! Experimental values
Odd protonpp3/2 13.79 1 2.56 (^71Cu,69Cu&) 1 2.69(^69Cu,67Cu&)
Odd neutronnp1/2 10.637 1 0.6053 (67Ni) 10.6053 (67Ni)
Odd neutronng9/2 21.91 21.097 (67Zn) 21.097 (67Zn)
68Cug 11 pp3/2np1/2
21 12.84 11.94 12.48~2!~7!
70Cum2 11 pp3/2np1/2
21 12.84 11.83 11.86~4!~6!
68Cum 62 pp3/2ng9/2 11.88 11.46 11.24~4!~6!
70Cug (62)pp3/2ng9/2 11.88 11.59 ~1!1.50~7!~8!
70Cum1 (32)pp3/2ng9/2 24.59 22.92 ~-!3.50~7!~11!
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70Zn(3He,t)70Cu measurement @40#. The 62 assignment for
the 70Cug isomer also fits into the systematics of the 62
states in the lighter 68,66,64Cu isotopes @25#. The magnetic
moments of 70Cug, 68Cum are compared in Table III with
those of 64Cum, 66Cum measured in Ref. @41# by time-
differential perturbed angular correlation methods. As it is
seen from Table III the magnetic moments of all 62 isomers
are reasonably close to the calculated empirical values.
In conclusion, the naive two single particles plus 68Ni
core description of 68,70Cu nuclear states provides good esti-
mations for magnetic moment values although for some iso-
topes the estimations are about 20% off. It is not possible
based on these results to obtain any conclusion regarding the
magicity of the 68Ni core.
IV. CONCLUSION
The applicability of in-source spectroscopy to magnetic
moment measurements of radioactive nuclei has been dem-
onstrated. The advantage of the method is its high efficiency
which allows measurements of magnetic moments of more
exotic nuclei by application of b , g , neutron, and a detec-
tion. The use of the high-resolution g detectors ~or charged
particle detectors in the case of a emitters @42#! is more
important in the case of a mixture of several isomers, since
the HFS of all isomers can be measured during the same
laser scan. As an alternative to monitoring the intensities of
individual g rays the fitting of decay curves can be used to
obtain the same information.
A disadvantage of in-source spectroscopy is the large line-
width due to the strong Doppler broadening which hampers
the analysis of the scanned intensity curves. In the case of
heavier nuclei the Doppler broadening is reduced and, thus,
more accurate measurements are possible.
In this work we have measured the magnetic moments of
68Cug ,m and 70Cug ,m1 ,m2. The results can be explained quali-
tatively by a simple model with single particles coupled to
the 68Ni core. The measured magnetic moment of the high-
spin isomer in 70Cu indicates that Ip562 is probably the
spin/parity assignment to this state.
The scan obtained by monitoring a certain set of g tran-
sitions reveals the existence of a new isomer in 70Cu. The
deduced magnetic moment is consistent with an Ip532 as-
signment for the isomer. In general, the in-source scan mea-
surements combined with b-delayed g spectroscopy is a use-
ful tool for the search of new isomeric states, as well as for
the isomers in spin/parity assignments.
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APPENDIX
Apart from the simplified ‘‘equal intensity’’ fits we have
attempted to calculate the intensity ratio for the four atomic
transitions which determine the laser scan shape. The transi-
tion probabilities have been calculated by taking into account
the dependence of the two-photon excitations on the spatial
and time power distributions of the exciting laser beams, on
the linear polarization of the exciting lasers ~causing a non-
uniform population of the magnetic sublevels of the hyper-
fine levels!, and on the nuclear spin determining the hyper-
fine F-quantum numbers. In this model the lifetime of the
intermediate state, a possible delay between the lasers’
pulses, and possible optical pumping and coherence effects
during the laser pulse duration have not been taken into ac-
count @43#. The relative intensities for the four transitions can
then be calculated as a function of the nuclear spin and the
laser power. The obtained relative intensities are given in
Table IV. All intensities are calculated for the 5 mW laser
power of the first step and vary slightly with increasing laser
FIG. 6. Calculations of the magnetic moment of the pp3/2ng9/2
single-particle configuration as a function of the isomer spin are
compared to the experimental results for 70Cug ,m1 isomers. Two sets
of calculations corresponding to the Schmidt ~squares! and empiri-
cal ~diamonds! single-particle values are given ~Table II!. The av-
eraged magnetic moment of 71Cu and 69Cu was used as the best
pp3/2 empirical single-particle estimate for the 70Cu nucleus. The
experimental magnetic moments depend weakly on the assumed
spin of the isomer according to Eq. ~1!. The dashed lines serve only
to guide the eye.
TABLE III. Comparison of the experimental 62 isomeric mag-
netic moments in 64,66,68,70Cu nuclei to the calculated empirical mo-
ments assuming a pure pp3/2ng9/2 configuration. The empirical cal-
culations are based on the g factors for the 3/21 state in 63,65,67,69Cu







64Cum 1594 11.06~3! 11.21
66Cum 1154 11.038~3! 11.36
68Cum 721.6 11.24~4!~6! 11.46
70Cug ~0! ~1!1.50~7!~8! 11.59
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power value. The calculated intensity ratios allow to reduce
the number of free fit parameters to five: the position of peak
1, the intensity of peak 1, the linewidth, a constant back-
ground, and the atomic ground-state HFS. An example of
such a fit for the 65Cu laser scan for the 1.5 mW laser power
of the first laser step is shown in Fig. 7~a!. Using these ad-
ditional conditions on the relative peak intensities, we ob-
tained the fit results for the 65Cu laser scans for the various
laser power values. The adopted values for 65Cu HFS and
the central frequency, as deduced from these ‘‘relative inten-
sity’’ fits, are 12.30~35! GHz and 30535.33~2! cm21, respec-
tively. These results are in good agreement with the ‘‘equal
intensity’’ fit result and the literature value ~Table I!. The
‘‘equal intensity’’ fit seems to give a better agreement for the
deduced HFS, whereas the ‘‘relative intensity’’ fit gives a
better agreement for the central frequency. The fits with
‘‘relative amplitudes’’ of the stable 65Cu laser scans are quite
satisfactory considering the reduced number of fitting param-
eters. The corresponding fits of the 68,70Cum scan curves also
yield good agreement with the ‘‘equal intensity’’ results @Fig.
7~c!#. However we have not managed to obtain a good fit
with calculated relative intensities for odd-odd 68,70Cug iso-
topes. An example of such a fit for 68Cug is presented in Fig.
7~b!. It is very surprising that by using the relative ampli-
tudes corresponding to an I52 nuclear spin ~Table IV! one
can obtain a good fit. However, from the spectroscopy data
one can confidently claim that the ground state of 68Cu cor-
responds to the nuclear spin I51. It is most likely that not all
physical phenomena are appreciated in the model. Further
theoretical efforts are needed to provide better understanding
of the scanning curves obtained with the in-source spectros-
copy method. It is clear however from the examples pre
sented in Figs. 2, 4,and 7 that whatever fitting method is used
in the analysis of the laser scans, the extracted atomic HFS
and, hence, the nuclear magnetic moments are close within
the quoted errors.
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